GSWS-102-3 Feminist Action (B-Hum)

Mary Shearman
Email: mshearman@sfu.ca
Lecture: Tuesdays 12:30 – 14:20; WMC 3260
Office hours: TBA
Office: AQ 5093

Course Description:
Topics that will be covered include definitions of feminisms, theories of the origins of patriarchies, women’s place and feminine symbolism in religions; women’s struggle for formal education; women’s resistance to traditional gender roles; the development of equal rights and maternal feminisms, suffrage movements; and the intersection of gender with other oppressions. The emphasis throughout this course will be on developing conceptions of feminisms that are inclusive of women’s resistance in many different contexts.

Learning Outcomes:
- students will explore diverse origins of feminist thought and patriarchal orders.
- students will identify components of feminist theories and activism.
- students will become familiar with a broad scope of feminist organizing.
- students will learn to think critically about intersecting layers of oppression.
- students will be able to explain and understand the importance of historic and contemporary forms of feminist action.

Course Texts and Courseware:

***Provisional***

Course Evaluation and Assignments:
Tutorial Attendance and Participation: 20%
Mid-term exam (in class, closed book, short answers): 25%
Short Paper (5-7 pages): 25%
Final Exam (closed book): 30%

Prerequisite: Students who have completed WS 102 may not complete this course for further credit.